For many research applications the ability to record data in digital format offers important advantages for data storage, display, and manipulation. Because of this, most new laboratory instruments offer digital recording as an option. However, it is also possible to retrofit older instruments to provide digital capability at substantially lower cost than the purchase of all new equipment. This paper describes a microcomputer-based digital recording system for use with Beckman Instruments, Inc., UV 5200 series spectrophotometers. The system utilizes readily obtainable components and requires no modifications to the spectrophotometer other than simple wiring connections. Total system cost is approximately $5,000.
SYSTEM HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The heart of the digital recording system is an International Business There are many ways to configure the A/D converter board for digital data recording, and a relatively simple arrangement is described here. The A/D sampling is initiated by a triggering pulse received from pin 4 on the TB401
Beckman spectrophotometer backplane connector ( fig.l) . The pulse is transmitted every 4 nanometers (nm) in the near-infrared portion of the spectrum (2600-700 nm) and every nanometer in the visible and ultra-violet wavelength range (700-300 nm). These pulse intervals set the upper limits on the system spectral resolution. Generation of the pulse requires that an optional Beckman wavelength marker accessory board be installed in the spectrophotometer. The main program for recording and producing graphics displays of spectral data is entitled "SPECDATA" (listing 1, Appendix 1). Data can be recorded over any wavelength interval and a set of multiplicative correction factors that remove errors in the 100 percent line can be applied on a realtime basis. Stored data can also be redisplayed on the terminal screen, and hardcopies can be produced using the dot matrix printer.
SPECDATA is an unusual Basic program in that it utilizes special assembly language driver routines designed for the Hercules graphics display card.
These routines are part of the GRAPHX software package available from Hercules
Computer Technology, and are necessary in order to use the Hercules graphics card with the IBM Basic Compiler. While the driver routines greatly improve program speed and performance, they also introduce some peculiarities in the software coding. Chief among these is the necessity for a special subroutine
to display text to the screen in graphics mode (program lines 1540 to 1620). 
CONCLUSIONS
The digital data recording system discussed above has proven to be very 2 REM *********** SPECCALC Program for Mathematical Operations **************** 3 RE 1*1 ***********»******#**********************«*******#****#***»******** *# #** 2) There are three main programs:
SPECDATA-Records and displays spectral data SPECCALC-Permits averaging and correcting spectra SPECPLOT-Produces smoothed graphics plots of spectra
3) The operator must have a formatted data diskette. To make a formatted diskette type FORMAT B: (RETURN) and follow the instructions. Any data already on the diskette being formatted will be lost! 4) SPECDATA-To use this program simply type "specdata", followed by RETURN. a) Select either the record or display option by entering the appropriate number from the menu.
b) This program allows data to be recorded over any wavelength range.
Sample scan parameters:
VISIBLE ONLY VISIBLE/IR scan start=800 scan start=2500 scan end =400 scan end = 400 breakpoint=801 breakpoint= 800
Answer the "CHANGE SCAN PARAMETERS Y/N" prompt with "n" RETURN, when the parameters are correct.
c) The scan offset is normally 0. Different offsets may be used to reduce overlap when displaying several spectra simultaneously. Offsets are in percent reflectance and may be positive or negative.
d) The program can either perform the 100 percent line correction on a real-time basis as the data are recorded, or the correction can be performed later using SPECCALC. To correct real-time, the operator must supply the name of an existing file that contains an average of 10-20 100% line spectra. (The more spectra in this average, the better the noise reduction). Once the correction file has been entered at the start of a data recording session, the file will continue in use, provided that the SPECDATA program does not fail and have to be restarted. Press RETURN in response to the correction filename prompt during subsequent runs. To record data without any correction, for example when recording 100% lines, enter "1" in response to the correction filename prompt. This will fill the correction factor array with ones.
Again, the operator may simply hit RETURN in response to the prompt on subsequent runs. e) After the correction array is loaded, press any key to initialize the computer to receive data. All spectrometer switches should be set to their correct positions before the computer is initialized. This will help to minimize spurious data at the beginning of a spectrum. f) After a data recording run is completed, the operator is asked for an output filename. This filename can be up to eight characters long, plus a three character extension. No blanks or commas are allowed.
g) Labels can be up to 60 characters long; blanks are allowed, but commas are not.
h) Generally, it is only necessary to enter a response to a prompt once.
For example, entering a "2" at the first prompt will place the program in display mode. The program will remain in this mode until the operator changes it. Hit RETURN at the prompt to continue displaying spectra.
i) To interrupt a scan, press "i" while the scan is in progress.
5) INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECCALC:
a) This program is used to average spectra, and to add and subtract combinations of spectra. Each spectrum is scaled and entered into an "accumulator". For example, to average three spectra, each file is scaled by c) Labels can be placed anywhere on the plot using the labeling routine. Follow the instructions in the program carefully. Note that the SELECT ZERO buttons should be pressed sequentially, not simultaneously.
